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BEHERE
Contemporary, African & Timeless -

That’s the visionary concept behind Behere.

Behere is an upscale Boutique Residence, with a contemporary allure, located in Nigeria’s capital city, Abuja.

Behere is designed to be a unique residence in the city, offering private stay and with undeniably great lodging experience.  We believe excellence is 
rewarding and addictive and we have built a space that redefines luxury, privacy, safety, comfort and pleasure.

Our management & people are thoroughbred and passionate industry professionals that will be offering all our residents a safe stay with exceptional 
experience of Great Food, Warm Hearts and all the Comfort of Home.

At Behere our facility is primarily exclusive to residents, and their invited guests and visitors who can access the facility through prior and confirmed 
booking with the concierge office. Our facility is built to house a contemporary art gallery displaying art works from foremost African artists, a mini 
workstation space, a restaurant and outdoor café, (The Good Life Café). 

Our occupants are termed residents, because we offer a home-style hospitality from pick up, stay, to drop off, so our residents are not as just hotel 
“guest” in the conventional sense of hotel operations-we want you to make Behere your home away from home. In celebrating the African continent 
and our home state Nigeria, we named our rooms after African cities and three notable towns in Nigeria.

Our next generation techno gym overlooks our outdoor swimming pool with a deck area for lounging. An expansive green garden space and our lawn 
tennis court adds a touch to a harmoniously balanced lifestyle for our residents.

The concept of exclusivity - in a busy and increasingly fast paced city is a shift from the norm, we believe you need the privacy of akin to being at 
home, secure, and safe. Our brand will always represent cosiness, quietness, offering open spaces, greenery, contemporary arts works internally and 
externally. We ensure round the clock security and CCTV monitoring.

Behere Nigeria is a brand-new facility and we have taken apt measures to design and ensure our facility will always be safe during and after the global 
Covid-19 pandemic – with restricted access, safe distancing measures, Smart Digital self-Temperature check and Sanitizer Stations with safe daily 
cleaning and disinfecting protocols in place.
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ROOMS AND SUITES
Our 16 rooms are named after prominent cities in Africa and three historic towns in Nigeria, each room is curated to offer you a unique experience - 
with a rich blend of contemporary furnishing and a touch of Africa.

OUAGADOUGOU

Arugungu  is our Magnificent suite 
(35 SQM)  on the ground floor with 
disable accessibility. A very detailed 
design room with generous space, 
offering you grandeur and pleasure. 
Lounge relaxation area with a cof-
fee table. Get great night rest on our 
Dreams mattress and super king 
size bed. Enjoy a green and colourful 
courtyard view,

Ouagadougou is our Delight suite 
(26 SQM) on the ground floor and 
with disable accessibility. A very 
detailed designed room offering 
you comfort with Dreams mat-
tress on our super king size bed so 
you’re guaranteed to get the best 
of sleep. Enjoy all round illumina-
tion from our bedside pendant 
lighting, cool warm white recess 
room lights and wall mounted 
swivel reading light. Premium en-
tertainment from DStv Compact 
on our 50-inch Sony Tv.

and all round room illumination from our bedside pendant lighting, cool warm 
white recess room lights and tabletop reading light. Premium entertainment 
from DStv Explora on our 55-inch Sony Tv

ARUGUNGU
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclosure with rain dance hans-
grohe shower systems and vanity top all for the most competitive rates for a 
luxurious resident only lodging.

Kigali is our Delight suite (26 SQM) 
offering a clear garden view from the 
1st floor and spotting our lawn ten-
nis court. This room is detailed in its 
design and offers you all the delight 
of homestyle living. Enjoy each night 
sleep our Dreams mattress and king 
size bed. Get ample illumination 
from our bedside pendant lighting 
and cool warm white recess room 
lights and wall mounted swivel read-
ing light.  Premium entertainment 
from DStv Compact on our 43-inch

Nairobi is our Magnificent suite (53 
SQM) offering a great poolside and 
courtyard views. A very detailed de-
signed room with generous space, 
offering you grandeur and pleasure. 
Lounge relaxation area with a coffee 
table. Get great night rest on our Or-
thopaedic mattress and Emperor
size bed. An all-round room illumination from our bedside pendant lighting, 
cool warm white recess room lights and tabletop reading light. Premium en-
tertainment from DStv Explora on our 55-inch Sony Tv.

KIGALI
NAIROBI

Sony Tv.
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Kampala is our Discreet suite (35 
SQM) experience your perfect get-
away in this room designed for all 
who enjoy the finer things of life. 
Lounge area with coffee table, a re-
freshing night rest on our Dreams 
mattress and super king size bed. 
Get all round illumination from our 
bedside pendant lighting, cool warm

white room lights and wall mounted swivel reading light. Premium entertain-
ment from DStv Compact on our 50-inch Sony Tv.

KAMPALA
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Nsukka is our Discreet suite (35 
SQM) experience your perfect get-
away in this room designed for all 
who enjoy the finer things of life. 
Lounge area with coffee table, a re-
freshing night rest on our Dreams 
mattress and super king size bed. 
Get all round illumination from our 
bedside pendant lighting, cool warm 
white room lights and wall mounted
swivel reading light. Premium entertainment from DStv Compact on our 50-
inch Sony Tv.

NSUKKA



Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Lusaka is our Comfort suite (26 
SQM)  A very detailed designed room 
offering you comfort with Dreams 
mattress on our  king size bed so 
you’re guaranteed to get the best of 
sleep. Enjoy all round illumination 
from our bedside pendant lighting, 
cool warm white recess room lights 
and wall mounted swivel reading 
light. Premium entertainment from 
DStv Compact on our 43-inch Sony 
Tv.

Kinshasa is our Magnificent 
suite (53 SQM) offering a great 
courtyard view. A very detailed 
designed room with generous 
space, offering you grandeur and 
pleasure. Lounge relaxation area 
with a coffee table. Get great 
night rest on our Orthopaedic 
mattress and Emperor size bed.
Get all-round room illumination from our bedside pendant lighting, cool warm 
white recess room lights and tabletop reading light. Premium entertainment 
from DStv Explora on our 55-inch Sony Tv.

LUSAKAKINSHASA
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Bujumbura is our Discreet suite (35 
SQM) with a great courtyard view, 
experience your perfect getaway in 
this room designed for all who enjoy 
the finer things of life. Lounge area 
with coffee table, a refreshing night 
rest on our Dreams mattress and su-
per king size bed. Get all round illu-
mination from our bedside pendant

lighting,  cool warm white room lights and wall mounted swivel reading light. 
Premium entertainment from DStv Compact on our 50-inch Sony Tv.

BUJUMBURA

Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Bamako is our Delight suite (26 
SQM) offering a clear garden view 
from the 2nd floor and spotting 
our lawn tennis court. This room is
detailed in its design and offers you 
all the delight of homestyle living. 
Enjoy each night’s sleep our Dreams 
mattress and king size bed. Get am-
ple illumination from our bedside 
pendant lighting and cool warm 
white recess room lights and wall 
mounted swivel reading light.  Pre-
mium entertainment from DStv

BAMAKO

Compact on our 43-inch Sony Tv.



Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclosure with rain dance hans-
grohe shower systems and vanity top all for the most competitive rates for a 
luxurious resident only lodging.

Dar es Salaam  is our Magnificent 
suite (53 SQM) offering a great view 
of the poolside, courtyard and city 
view overlooking Jabi district. A very 
detailed designed room with gen-
erous space, offering you grandeur 
and pleasure. Lounge relaxation 
area with a coffee table. Get great

night rest on our Orthopaedic mattress and Emperor size bed. Get an all-round 
room illumination from our bedside pendant lighting, cool warm white recess 
room lights and tabletop reading light. Premium entertainment from DStv Ex-
plora on our 55-inch Sony Tv.

DAR ES SALAAM
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Maputo is our Discreet suite (35 
SQM). Experience your perfect get-
away in this room designed for all 
who enjoy the finer things of life. 
Lounge area with coffee table, a re-
freshing night rest on our Dreams 
mattress and super king size bed. 
Get all round illumination from our 
bedside pendant lighting, cool warm 
white room lights and wall mounted

swivel reading light. Premium entertainment from DStv Compact on our 50-
inch Sony Tv.

MAPUTO
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Ile Ife is  our Discreet suite (35 SQM) 
experience your perfect getaway in 
this room designed for all who enjoy 
the finer things of life. Lounge area 
with coffee table, a refreshing night 
rest on our Dreams mattress and 
super king size bed. Get all round 
illumination from our bedside pen-
dant lighting, cool warm white room 
lights and wall mounted swivel

reading light. Premium entertainment from DStv Compact on our 50-inch 
Sony Tv.

ILE IFE

Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Accra is our Magnificent suite (53 
SQM) offering a great courtyard 
and city view overlooking Jabi 
district. A very detailed designed 
room with generous space, offer-
ing you grandeur and pleasure. 
Lounge relaxation area with a 
coffee table. Get great night rest
on our Orthopaedic mattress and Emperor size bed. Get all-round room illumi-
nation from our bedside pendant lighting, cool warm white recess room lights 
and tabletop reading light. Premium entertainment from DStv Explora on our 
55-inch Sony Tv.

ACCRA
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclo-
sure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the 
most competitive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass shower enclosure 
with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems. All this and much more for the 
most competitive rates in a luxurious resident only lodging.

Dakar is  our Comfort suite (26 SQM)  
on the second floor offering elevated 
view of the city, overlooking the Daki-
ybu district. A very detailed designed 
room offering you comfort with 
Dreams mattress on our king size bed 
so you’re guaranteed to get the best 
of sleep. Enjoy all round illumination 
from our bedside pendant lighting, 
cool warm white recess room lights 
and wall mounted swivel reading light. 
Premium entertainment from DStv 
Compact on our 43-inch Sony Tv.

Addis Ababa is our Discreet suite (35 
SQM) with a second-floor balcony 
offering   excellent view of the city 
overlooking Jabi district, the pool and 
courtyard. Experience your perfect get-
away in this room designed for all who 
enjoy the finer things of life. Lounge 
area with coffee table, a refreshing 
night rest on our Dreams mattress 
and super king size bed. Get all round 
illumination from our bedside pendant 
lighting, cool warm white room lights 
and wall mounted swivel reading light. 
Premium entertainment from DStv 
Compact on our 50-inch Sony Tv.

DAKAR ADDIS ABABA
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Relish shower time in our Starfire high-clarity toughed glass, shower enclosure with rain dance hansgrohe shower systems and vanity top, all for the most compet-
itive rates for a luxurious resident only lodging.

Our ethos is, excellence is enjoyable, addictive and rewarding. This is ingrained 
in our service culture and all we do. Behere welcomes all people from around 
the world, offering exceptional private lodging experience of great food, warm 
hearts and all the comfort of home to residents. We want to be known as a 
leading upscale boutique hotel and luxurious private apartments brand in Af-
rica, within 3 years of operations.

We offer vacation packages to guests planning secure exclusive getaways, 
private weddings, or organisational teams/groups sourcing for a spot to rest 
and relax while they plan, re-tool and rejig business strategies or clergy having 
a faith-based retreat.

Our outdoor swimming pool is a delightful place to relax, a perfect spot for 
having fun and enjoying the warm Abuja weather on our pool patio. Stylish 
and inviting with Cantilever Parasol - Sun Lounger. Our pool is well construct-
ed with non-slip deck and a depth range between 5ft  to 7ft  to accommodate 
professional and amateur swimmers.

All our gym and fitness equipment are from the leading designer of gym equip-
ment & fitness solutions TECHNOGYM S.p.A
We offer the most versatile machinery and tools for training different parts of 
the body to achieve peak fitness whether you’re trying to build up strength, train 
naturally with functional equipment or find the perfect cardio workout tool.

Rates are per night. Meals are à la carte - Room service or at our onsite restaurant.

Room Category

Behere Comfort

Behere Delight

Behere Discreet

Behere Magnificent

Room Number

2

3

6

5

Room Rate / Long term occupancy discounts 

64,500.00 NGN – Call for Corporate Discount

69,875.00 NGN – Call for Corporate Discount

86,000.00 NGN – Call for Corporate Discount

107,500.00 NGN – Call for Corporate Discount

RETREAT PACKAGES

SWIMMING POOL TECHNO GYM & FITNESS

FACILITIES & SERVICES
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OUR EQUIPMENT’S

ART GALLERY

Wellness Ball™ Training Urethane Dumbbell

Run Personal
Wellness Ball™ 

Active Sitting 55 CmSkillrow™ Cross Personal

Free Weights - KettlebellsHexagon Dumbbell

Olympic Half Rack Adjustable Workout Bench Universal Storage Rack

We believe great Art is the ultimate expression that gives an outer man-
ifestation of an inner state and our on-site art gallery features a wide 
range of African and contemporary art collections from renowned Afri-
can artists like Nike Davies Okundaye,Tola Wewe, Obinna Makata and  
Mongezi Ncaphayi

Our residents will enjoy the creation, the simplicity of sparse lines, in-
tense colours and varying perspectives of each piece in our facility and 
gallery, we also run scheduled exhibitions and offer on-site collectors 
purchase.

Jungle Justice ii - Obinna Makata

Nike Davies -Okundaye & Tola Wewe Relentless Optimism - Mongezi Ncaphayi

Dark Page in the Book of Histo-
ry - Obinna Makata
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RESTAURANT AND CAFÉ GREEN GARDEN SPACE 

COMPLIMENTARY PICK-UPS/ DROP OFF

CORPORATE PACKAGE

LAWN TENNIS COURT
ARMCHAIR  & CUSHION LOUNGES  

Indoors or outdoor dining, brunch or a quick cocktail, we got you cov-
ered, our indoor restaurant with an outdoor café overlooking a green 
courtyard and our swimming pool offering à la carte service. We guar-
antee delectable continental and African dishes, pastries, tea and cof-
fee, fresh juice, fruits and veggies

Enjoy a dawn or dusk walk in our secure green garden space. Our green 
garden space is expansive for a variety of games and can host private 
guest only event with complete access control.

Our facility is customizable and can accommodate corporate events 
for booked in clients taking all rooms or part of the facility. Lock in long 
term corporate discounted rates with preferential reservations for your 
desired dates. 

On arrival let’s take the load off you, not just your hand and checked in 
luggage but also the cost of transportation from and back to the Nnam-
di Azikiwe International Airport Abuja. Be chauffeur driven to our facility 
by Total Logistics Executive Ryde, a premium transport logistic provider 
in Nigeria.

Booking and arriving from within Abuja? We offer a free pick-up and 
drop off service for all journey within 35 minutes radius of our facility 

Our facility offers two distinct space for relaxation, an arm chair lounge 
where you can watch Tv and read the dailies and a bean bag cushion
lounge, where you can relax and read a book  for free off our shelf
collections  or play a board game.

Keep active on our ITF standard Lawn tennis court, (double or singles) 
Our lawn tennis court size meets the International Tennis Federation 
Court Standard.
Our hard-court measures- 78 foot (23.77 metres) long. Its width is 27 
feet (8.23 metres) for singles matches and 36 feet (10.97 metres) for 
doubles matches. The service line is 21 feet (6.40 metres) from the net.

Professional or a learner, all residents are welcomed on the court and 
no worries we would throw in playing equipment and gears for free from 
premium sporting goods companies (Vermont and Wilson) - Rackets, 
Forza Speed and Agility Training Ladder, Tennis Court Target Practice 
Net, Balls and a Ball Stand. 

Please speak with our concierge executives for a company agreement 
with Behere Nigeria Limited.
Email: Info@behere.ng
Call:    +2349130505722,
             +2349130130048
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ERGONOMIC WORKSTATION 

FIRE SAFETY AND PREVENTION 

LAUNDRY SERVICE 
We also have two workstation desk space to allow you a swift work on 
your laptops or handheld device whilst seating on exercise balls

Our key priorities are resident’s comfort and safety and we have on-site adequate and appropriate fire safety measures, fire prevention and fighting 
systems in place. Early warning systems, fire escape plan and illuminated emergency exit signs.

Dry Cleaning/Laundry and Ironing services are available onsite. Services
are available on request and are chargeable

All members of our staff are trained in fire safety proce-
dures and we have designated fire wardens in case of an 
emergency.

Fire Water Hose Reel on Each Floor
Multiple CO2 Fire Extinguishers on All Floors
Fire Hydrant Within Our Premises 
Room and Hallway Smoke Detector (Regularly Tested)
Room and Hallway Emergency Lights
Room Fire Escape Plan
Emergency Exit Signs
Muster Point  
Fire Blankets

POPULAR LANDMARKS

OUR LOCATION

NEARBY LANDMARKS
Life Camp Roundabout
Airport Junction (Jabi)
Nursing and Midwifery Council 
Major Oil Service Station
CITEC Estate

International Community School
NCC Communications and Digital Economy Complex

A serene and secured neighbourhood with easy commute to the Cen-
tral Business District and key parts of the city. 34km drive from Nnamdi 
Azikiwe International Airport Abuja
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CONTACT OR VISIT US
www.behere.ng
+2349130505722
+2349130130048
+234(0)92923095
info@behere.ng
Plot 8 & 9 ICS Drive, off Citech 
Road , Dakibiyu by Jabi ,Abuja 
FCT- Nigeria









Social Media 
Facebook: @behere.ng
Instagram: @behere.ng
Twitter: @NgBehere


